Activities Database Style Guide
Thanks to the amazing work and dedication of our volunteer leaders and staff, AMC introduces
thousands of people to the outdoors and to the AMC experience. It is this capacity to connect
people to their local environment that makes AMC special and it is through this connection that
AMC hopes to foster a community that is actively engaged with the conservation and
stewardship of our region’s landscape and natural resources.
Included in this mission of connecting people to the outdoors is the goal of reaching a broader
audience. We are proud of the Chapters’ role in introducing and welcoming people outdoors
and we want to continue to feature that important role through one of the most important
access points for new and prospective members of the AMC: the Activities Database (ActDB).

Overview:
As an important first point of contact for many non and new AMC members, our trip
descriptions must be as clear and accessible to newcomers as possible. Over the years some
habits have emerged where posts include shorthand or jargon that may discourage potential
participants from signing up. This style guide will help you make the most of ActDB to promote
your trips and keep the doors wide open for new and prospective members who want to get
outdoors and/or volunteer. Together we can make our activity listings as inviting as possible!

Key aspects of a good activities listing:
-

-

-

Provides all important information: answers the questions “what, where, when, and why”
o What is the activity?
o What do I need to participate? (any essential safety gear, for example)
o Where will it take place? (Consider people viewing your listings from out-of-state.)
o When will it be? (Include time of day.)
o Why is this a great trip and why would somebody want to join in the fun?
Listing should be descriptive and fun:
o Use full sentences.
o Describe the highlight of the activity or volunteer opportunity.
Easy to read:
o Break up the description into small paragraphs so it is easy on the eyes
Avoid using
o AMC-specific jargon (abbreviations, acronyms, codes, and any other terms that may
confuse new and prospective members).
o Unwelcoming phrases, such as “no stragglers” and “no dropping off the hike.” You can
explain group ground rules either in screening or in your introductory talk at the start of
the event.
For examples of great trip listings, see the last two pages of this guide.

Entering a Trip
Follow the steps below to make your trip listing as inviting as possible!

Title: Trip at a Glance
• Location, Destination, Goal
• Duration, Distance
• Level of Difficulty (Easy/Beginner, Moderate, etc.)
• Make it catchy and interesting if possible
Activity and Audience
• Select all activities that apply by holding down "Ctrl" and clicking on
appropriate activities. This helps with participants' searching for your listing.
• Do not select more catagories than apply.
• Select the primary audience for which the activity was specifically designed.
Description
• Use full sentences and short paragraphs
• Describe the trip, e.g. distance, elevation, terrain, conditions, scenery...
• Explain the level of difficulty - what should they expect? Skills required?
• Say something about the venue (park, trail, area) that is interesting
• Provide an estimate of the duration of the activity, or return time
• Mention what is needed in terms of clothing, equipment, gear, food, and
water; make it known if loaner gear/clothing is available
• Invite people to join. Make it interesting and fun!
Important Tools: GPS, Photo, and Links
• GPS location and map - this is a very important tool that will increase the
visibility of your trip on AMC's website. It also helps people see how close they
are to the event.
• Event Photo - your photo will appear on ActDB as a tile on the search page,
along with the most important info about your event. Scenic shots are ideal.
• Links for more info - provide links to the park or other additional information
that may be useful to participants

Leader Info
• Leader bio and photo - people like to see who they are going on a trip with.
Depending on your comfort level, help them feel more at ease by saying
something about yourself in "Bio 1" and adding a photo.

Snapshots of good activity listings:

Entering a Volunteer Opportunity
1. The First Field on the Entry Form is ‘Event Type’: select ‘Volunteer Opportunity’. Listings
with this Event Type will appear on the ‘Volunteer Opportunities’ tab of ActDB, making
them easily searchable for people who are looking for ways to give back.
2. Select the appropriate ‘Volunteering Type’.
3. If it is a non-date-specific volunteer opportunity such as ‘committee chair’, select ‘ongoing’
under the date and time fields. Ongoing volunteer opportunities will need to be renewed
every 30 days to ensure up-to-date listings.
What is a volunteer opportunity?
‘Volunteer Opportunity’ covers any volunteer opportunity such as grilling at the leader picnic,
becoming a leader trainer, tabling at events, or serving as a committee chair. We know that
members, and particularly young members, are looking for ways to meet people through
service. When listing a ‘Volunteer Opportunity’ you will have all of the fields you have for a
“chapter trip” plus a field where you can indicate the type of volunteering: trail work, volunteer
committee, communications, etc.
Where do volunteer opportunities get highlighted?
‘Volunteer Opportunities’ will be pulled to the ‘Volunteer Opportunities’ tab on ActDB. Some
volunteer opportunities will also appear in AMC Outdoors Magazine.
How do I manage overlapping situations – is it a trip or a volunteer opportunity?
The first thing to do when listing a volunteer opportunity is to ask the question “what is the
primary goal of the listing?” If it is volunteering or one of the ‘Volunteering Types’, then the
Event Type should reflect that. Here are some examples:
- Paddling River Clean Up – Post as a volunteer opportunity. The goal is not a paddling goal.
Paddling is how the cleanup will happen, but the goal– the primary activity – is cleanup.
Select ‘conservation’ under ‘Volunteering Type’ and ‘paddling’ under ‘activity’. Then the
activity will show up under the ‘Volunteer Opportunities’ tab and on the ‘Paddling’ page.
- Activities day with service project – sometimes chapters have an event like a spring picnic
where they offer a range of activities such as paddling, trail work, and cycling. This is best
posted as a ‘chapter trip’ where the contributor selects all relevant activities from the
activities list ‘paddling’, ‘cycling’, etc., and then leaders create listings for each independent
activity—including the volunteer opportunities—with the title reflecting that it is part of a
larger even. This increases overall visibility of the event on outdoors.org and allows leaders
to manage registration for separate activities.

- Trail work & BBQ – post as a ‘volunteer opportunity’ that includes the description of the
BBQ, select ‘trail work’ under ‘Volunteering Type’, and ‘social’ under activity.

Entering a Volunteer Opportunity
Follow the steps below to help you create an inviting volunteer opportunity.

Title

• If relevant, indicate where the volunteer opportunity will occur.
• Describe the volunteer opportunity in just a few words.
• Highlight the purpose, fun, or goal of the volunteer opportunity. (clear
brush, register people, edit our newsletter, etc.)

Volunteering
Type &
Activity

• Select the appropriate "Volunteering Type" as well as any relevant
activities.
• Select "Ongoing" if the volunteer opportunity is not date-specific.
• See the previous page for advice on how to label overlap, such as a river
clean-up, which is both paddling and a volunteer opportunity.

Description

• Provide details, and in a positive and motivating tone and let them know
about required equipment, skills, time, etc.
• State if there is training available.
• Describe what will be accomplished with their time/help.
• Use full sentences and short paragraphs.

ActDB Tools

• Links - Provide other additional info that may be useful to potential
volunteers such as Directions to the location, an equipment list, etc.
• GPS location/map - this increases the visibility of your volunteer
opportunity on outdoors.org.

Other
Additions

• On the new website, your photo will appear as the backdrop to your
listing when someone clicks it. Scenic shots are ideal.
• Leader bio & photo - people like to see a photo. Depending on your
comfort level, say something about yourself in "Bio 1" and add a photo.
• Testimonials: ask other volunteers to write about their experience.

Examples of good volunteer opportunity listings:

